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Abstract: Cerium oxide nanoparticles (CeNPs) are used in chemical mechanical polishing/planarization,
corrosion protection, solar cells, fuel oxidation catalysis, automotive exhaust treatment, and sensing.
However, their synthesis process increases the likelihood of exposure, potential health effects, and
ecological implications. Consequently, it is important to synthesize CeNPs in an environmentally
friendly and affordable way to create a better structure. This work discusses the numerous structural
properties of CeNPs and is solely concerned with their economical hydrothermal production. To
comprehend the shape, FE-SEM was used, which shows the granular-like structure. The elastic
characteristics of the material, like Bulk Modulus, was 177 GPa, Sher Modulus was 78 GPa, Poisson’s
ratio was 0.32, and some other properties were also determined by using the FTIR spectrum, which
also revealed numerous functional groups. The CeO2 XRD pattern reveals a cubic structure of the
space group Fm3m with a density of 6.74 gmcm−3, a volume of 158.08 × 106 pm3, a crystallite size
of 18.66 nm, a lattice strain of 0.0041, and many other estimated structural characteristics. Rietveld
refinement was also performed for the refined parameters that suggest the high quality of struc-
tural parameters like R-factors, wR-factor (Rw), and Chi-squared (χ2) and for designing the crystal
structure of cerium oxide nanoparticles. When examining the composition and nature of bonding
materials, the structural features are of the utmost significance, as they offer a variety of information
regarding the subject material’s general qualities. Excellent characteristics of nanomaterials include
high chemical and physical stability, low density, and a big surface area. Nanomaterials are preferred
options for the creation of brand-new, functioning membranes because of their superior qualities.

Keywords: cerium oxide; nanomaterial; hydrothermal; nanoparticle; morphology; Rietveld refine-
ment; structural features

1. Introduction

The development of nanoparticle-based medication delivery systems and vaccines
began in the latter half of the 1960s [1] when scientists focused on smaller delivery tech-
nologies. Since that time, the use of nanomaterials has led to significant advancements
in the detection and treatment of several illnesses [2,3]. The periodic table’s category
of lanthanide metals includes cerium [4]. Cerium’s oxide form has a fluorite structure.
The fluorite structure with oxygen deficits is retained in the nanoscale form of cerium
oxide nanoparticles.

For various applications, including electrical, electronic, catalytic, adsorption, optical,
electrochemical, batteries, functional materials, energy storage, magnetic data storage, and
sensing properties, cerium oxide with different valence states and various crystalline struc-
tures have been investigated [5–9]. Therefore, it is necessary to decrease the particle size
and increase the active surface area of nanomaterials in order to improve various attributes
to fulfill the growing demands for diverse applications. Reduction in particle size improves
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non-conductivity, the material’s electrical, sensing, and catalytic characteristics [10–12].
From room temperature up to its melting point (2700 ◦C), ceria (CeO2), a cubic fluorite-type
structured ceramic material, exhibits no known crystallographic change [13]. Because
agglomerated nanoparticles result in uneven mixing and poor sintering, the majority of
applications call for the use of non-agglomerated nanoparticles. Due to their distinctive
physical and chemical characteristics, cerium oxide nanoparticles (CeO2 NPs) have been
used extensively in recent applications for catalysis, energy storage, optical sensors, and
biomedicine [14,15].

Furthermore, compared to bulk CeO2 raw materials, the controlled production of
CeO2-based nanomaterials is more focused on redox reactivity and oxygen transport
properties [16]. Moreover, CeO2’s most notable activity is derived from oxygen’s surface
electrons, which have the potential to convert ceric ions (Ce+4 ) into cerous ions (Ce+3 ). As
a result, the redox characteristics (Ce+4 /Ce+3 ) and oxygen exchange are greatly enhanced
because of their nanoscale dimension and activity. As for additional preparation for their
synthesis approach, Co-precipitation [17], sol-gel [18], solvothermal [19], sonochemical [20],
electrochemical approach [21], sputtering [22], arc-discharge [23], and solvothermal [20]
have all been used to produce nanoparticles with the desired properties. Based on this, we
describe the synthesis and properties of cerium nanoparticles made using the hydrothermal
method, which is a simple method for forming nanocrystals from aqueous solutions at low
temperatures and high vapor pressures in an autoclave lined with Teflon. XRD, Rietveld
refinement, FE-SEM, AFM, FTIR, and Ultra-Voilet visible spectroscopy were also performed
for a thorough understanding of the structure and morphology of cerium oxide.

2. Materials and Methods

We created nanoparticles using hydrothermal synthesis, which involves dissolving
enough cerium (III) nitrate hexahydrate (Ce (NO3)3·6H2O) in distilled water for six hours to
create a homogenous solution. At the same time, 1.0 M of NaOH was completely dissolved
in distilled water in a separate beaker. To create a fully homogeneous solution, NaOH was
then gradually added dropwise to the initial solution at room temperature until the pH
reached 10–11. The entire mixture was then put into a 100 mL Teflon-lined autoclave and
heated to 170 ◦C for 6 h. A small amount of pale-yellow precipitate was produced after the
autoclave was moved outside and allowed to cool at room temperature; this precipitate
was then maintained in a hot oven for drying. Then, annealing at 550 ◦C and allowing
the powder to cool at ambient temperature were both carried out. As a result, powdered
CeO2 was created, and the chemical Equations (1) and (2) below reflect this. Additionally, a
systematic diagram was given to explain the synthesis process shown in Figure 1.

Ce (NO3)3(aq)) + 3NaOH→ Ce (OH)3(s) + 3NaNO3 (aq) (1)

4 Ce (OH)3(s) + O2 → 4CeO2(s) + 6H2O(l) (2)
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. FE-SEM Analysis

For a better understanding of the structure and morphology, field emission scanning
electron microscopy (FE-SEM) was used (the purity and form of the nanoparticles are unde-
niably crucial factors to consider while studying the interactions between nanomaterials).
The results are then reported in Figure 2a. From this figure we can see that almost all the
nanoparticles exhibited a similar shape. Figure 2b shows the micrograph captured by the
FE-SEM at a resolution of 100 nm, which reveals the surface morphology. The particle dis-
tribution graph was used to determine the average particle size, which was determined to
be 206.68 nm and seems to be a great surface area for many types of different applications.
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Figure 2. (a) shows the FE-SEM micrograph in the nanometer range; (b) shows the particle size
distribution graph in nm; (c) shows the AFM micrograph in 3D view.

3.2. AFM Analysis

Atomic force microscopy analysis is the best choice for quantitatively detecting the
nanometric dimensional surface roughness and for viewing the surface nano-texture of
the deposited film. As seen in the AFM pictures in Figure 2c, the surface of the as-grown
CeO2 films has a granular texture similar to that observed in the SEM studies. Yet, because
of tip convolution, the crystallites appear larger in the AFM images. The SEM images
demonstrate that the edges of the minute spaces between the grains appear less sharp
for the same reason. The “valley” region is relatively smooth in comparison to the “hill”
region, which is composed of many crystal-like formations with certain orientations. As
per obtained calculated value RMS (root mean square) roughness was 52 nm, its mean
roughness was 42.34, and its average was 128.34 nm.

3.3. XRD Analysis

The crystalline phase of the produced samples was examined using powder X-ray
diffraction, a non-destructive analytical technique for distinguishing the various crystalline
phases of binary metal oxide nanoparticles. It is captured using a powder diffractometer
and Cu-K radiations with a 2-theta range of 20–80◦ shown in Figure 3a. The phases of
cerium oxide were discovered among all the recorded peaks from the XRD pattern that
matches with JCPDS no. 01-078-0694, and it is obvious that all the diffraction peaks precisely
correlate with the cubic phase of binary metal oxide. Additionally, it displays the superb
crystallinity of the created nanoparticles and their single phase of cubic fluorite crystal
structure in the (Fm3m) space group. Different 2θ peaks were observed at 28.587, 33.128,
47.553, 56.427, 59.179, 69.524, 76.827, and 79.207, which were attributed to the (111), (200),
(220), (311), (222), (400), (331), and (420) miller indices corresponding to the cubic structure
of CeO2. X-ray diffraction was used to determine the crystal and phase structure of the
cerium oxide.
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Figure 3. (a) shows the XRD graph of CeO2; (b) shows the Rietveld refinement graph; (c) shows
the electron density mapping in 2D counter form; (d) shows electron density mapping in 3D form;
(e) shows the crystal structure of CeO2 in the single unit cell; (f) shows the crystal structure of CeO2

single layer; (g) shows the crystal structure in a multilayer structure.

3.4. Reitveld Refinement

The Full Prof Suite program and Vista software were used to refine CeO2 according
to the Rietveld method. The refinement plot is depicted in Figure 3b, and the refined
parameters indicate that CeO2 has high-quality structural parameters like Chi-square (χ2)
and R-F Factor. Other parameters were also obtained, including volume density, space
group, lattice/grain size, and many others, and these were calculated by refinement and
various formulas, as listed in Table 1. The mapping of the electron density, shown in
Figure 3c,d explains where cerium, oxygen, and electrons are located. In a straightforward
manner, the findings of an X-ray structural determination are electron density maps. The
maps reflect the degree to which the structural model fits the empirically obtained data.
The crystal structure seen in Figure 3e–g was created using Vista software and was derived
from XRD data. We can now show the cerium oxide crystal structure in Figure 3e. For a
better understanding of the atomic layer structure locations, we will demonstrate a single
layer of cerium oxide in Figure 3f. In order to better grasp the entire crystal structure, the
multilayer cubical/slab structure of cerium oxide was finally depicted in Figure 3g. Figures
depicting CeO2 unit cell structures at various angles indicate that CeO2 has a significant
volume and density in addition to having 182 atoms, 304 bonds, and 38 polyhedral.
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Table 1. Calculated parameters from XRD data and Rietveld Refinement.

S. No Calculated Parameters CeO2

1. Empirical Formula Ce0.80O1.90

2. Chemical Formula Ce0.80O1.90

3. Lattice system Cubic

4. Crystal system Cubic

5. Space group Fm3m

6. Space number 225

7. a(Å) 5.4040

8. b(Å) 5.4040

9. c(Å) 5.4040

10. α (°) 90

11. β (°) 90

12. γ (°) 90

13. Density (gm cm−3) 6.74

14. Volume (106) pm3 158.08

15. Z (no. of molecules) 4

16. RIR (Reference intensity ratio) 13.60

17. Crystallite (grain) size (nm) 18.66

18. Lattice Strain 0.0041

19. Dimensionality 3D

20. Degree of Freedom 6

21. R- Square (COD) 0.16363

22. Adj. R-Square 0.02423

23. Chi-square (χ2) 3.87

24. R-F Factor 6.574

25. Brag R- Factor 13.04

3.5. Optical Analysis

The infrared spectrum (FTIR) which showed in Figure 4a of the produced CeO2
nanoparticles was in the 500–4000 cm−1 wavenumber region, which allows for the iden-
tification of the chemical bonds and functional groups in the molecule. The O-H stretch-
ing vibration in OH groups is thought to be the cause of the significant bandwidth at
3736.52 cm−1. The C-H stretching-induced bending vibration is responsible for the absorp-
tion peak at 1320.10 cm1. The stretching vibration of Ce-O is what causes the strong band
at 608.52 cm−1 [24,25]. The asymmetric stretching vibration of CO2, the bending vibration
of CO-23, and the stretching vibration of C-O-O, respectively, have been identified as the
sources of the bands at around 2319.01, 2919.83, 817, and 1013 cm−1. Further, we calculated
some of the elastic properties of the material by using its wavelength by estimating the
formulas of Poisson’s ratio, Bulk modulus, and Shear modulus, and the obtained values
are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Calculated elastic properties of cerium oxide from the wavelength were obtained from FTIR.

S.No. Frequency Band CeO2

(ν × cm−1) ν1 ν2

3736.52 608.52

1. σ (Poisson’s ratio) 0.32

2.

σ (Poisson’s ratio)
GPa
(By Bulk and Rigidity
modulus)

0.33

3. Bulk modulus, Voigt
(GPa) 177

4. Bulk modulus, Reuss
(GPa) 177

5.
Bulk modulus,
Voigt-Reuss -Hill
(GPa)

177

6. Shear modulus, Voigt
(GPa) 78

7. Shear modulus, Reuss
(GPa) 65

8.
Shear modulus,
Voigt-Reuss-Hill
(GPa)

73

9. Universal Anisotropy 0.95

Understanding the electrical nature of the material’s optical band gap may be aided
by a spectrum analysis of UV–visible absorption. From corresponding electronic changes
inside the sample, absorption in the near UV range results. Figure 4b displays the CeO2
nanoparticles’ UV–visible absorption spectra. The CeO2 nanoparticles as-made have a
bandgap energy of 2.58 eV, which corresponds to the high absorption band at a low
wavelength of approximately 342.40 nm. This demonstrates that the sizes and morphologies
of CeO2 affect the absorption positions. Band gap energy and CeO2’s capacity for UV
absorption is connected. The band gap of any system can be accurately predicted using
the UV absorption edge). Using Tauc’s figure, the value of the optical energy band gap for
CeO2 was examined. To obtain the optical band gap, Tauc’s relation from Equation (3) was
employed (Eg) [26].

α = [αo(hν-Eg) n]/hν (3)
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Here, the photon energy (hν), the absorbance coefficient (α), the characteristic parame-
ter (αo), the Planck’s constant (h), and the power factor (n) are all defined. Depending on
the nature of the transition, n may take on different values. Here, the value of n is taken to
be 1

2 and the band gap Eg for CeO2 is calculated to be 2.58 eV.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the rare earth metal cerium oxide was synthesized through one-step
hydrothermal synthesis using cerium nitrate (III) hexahydrate as a starting precursor. In
order to understand the structure of CeO2 nanoparticles, X-ray diffraction (XRD) charac-
terization was carried out. This revealed a well-shaped cubic structure and many more
parameters that were computed using the Xpert Highscore and Fullprof tools by perform-
ing Rietveld refinement. The average particle size of 206.68 nm was determined using
FE-SEM to provide a thorough examination of the structural morphology. AFM was also
used to measure the roughness of the surface. While UV–visible spectroscopy measured the
wavelength of 342.40 nm and discovered the band gap of 2.58 eV, FTIR proved the presence
of the functional groups and also some of the elastic properties of the nanomaterial for a
better understanding of its strength and ability. While UV–visible spectroscopy measured
the wavelength of 342.40 nm and discovered the band gap of 2.58 eV, FTIR proved the
presence of the functional groups. This report is exclusively concerned with the structural
and morphological characteristics of cerium oxide nanoparticles. It shows that cerium
oxide has an average particle distribution and a high specific surface area, both of which
are crucial for the adsorption process as well as for heterogeneous catalysis, the detection
of molecules in a gas environment, biological applications, and many other processes.
CeO2 nanoparticles made with this low-cost method are appropriate for use in a variety of
applications, including industrial, vehicle, and sensor ones.
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